
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Product Lift 
Customized, 
Personal Designed, 
Meet your various performance 
needs and use. 
 
 
 

 

PRODUCT CATALOG 

Office Address 
B4 L42 Uranus St. Town Homes 

Molino IV Bacoor City, Cavite 

Mob: +63 995 484 5963  

www.skyliftph.com  I  skylift0423@gmail.com 



 

  

 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
 

Our home elevators help passengers reach their floors quickly, comfortably, and safely. They 

provide quiet operation, which is especially important at night. For architects, they are easy to 

integrate into designs and help optimize available building space. For building owners, they help 

reduce total lifetime costs by providing excellent maintainability and reduced energy 

consumption.  

FEATURES 
 

1. Compact design in view of the limitations of 

space in a private residence. 

 

2. Special facilities to meet the needs of 

elderly and handicapped persons, including 

wheelchair users, and  

 

3. Quiet, smooth, jerk-free movement of the lift 

and Controls to have ease of operation.  

 

4.No need for regular maintenance, different 

from traditional elevators, non-special 

equipment, no need for inspection, no need 

for regular maintenance  

 

5. Economical and energy-saving, low cost, 

half of the cost of traditional elevators, the 

higher the floor, the more obvious the 

advantage. 

 

6. Multiple protections, full-stroke anti-fall 

system, emergency descending device, anti-

overload device, safety touch panel and other 

protective measures. 



 

  

 INDOOR INSTALLATIONS 
 

The Skylift home elevator can be installed anywhere in the interior with a simple fixed point, 

and it is also applicable in the duplex building of high-rise building because there is no need for 

pit design and no need for height of the top floor. For building spaces where the top floor is not 

high enough, semi-high doors can also be customized. 

 OUTDOOR INSTALLATIONS 
 

The Skylift household elevator not only supports indoor installation, but also can choose the 

special rain protection and corrosion protection for outdoor installation, which is beautiful, 

practical and economical. Transformation is convenient and simple, no reserved well road villa 

and double entry can choose outdoor installation. 



 

  

INSTALLATION IN THE HOISTWAY 

 

Although the home elevator has its own hoistway structure, it is also applicable to customers' 

existing elevator shafts with three brick walls. The hoistway material can be different panels and 

different materials (glass and painted steel), customized colors to match the home decoration 

style. 

INSTALLATION AT FLOOR OPENING 

 

Skylift family elevator is undoubtedly the most suitable product for indoor families who want 

to install the elevator but have no suitable space. The elevator can be installed here only by 

cutting the hole of the floor slab of about 1 square meter. Attic connection transformation or 

narrow space can choose this installation mode. 
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HOME LIFT STAINLESS CABIN DESIGN 



 

  



 

  

SAFETY AND FEATURES 



  

FUJI PASSENGER ELEVATOR  

TRACTION MOTOR 
 

The Unique hairline stainless steel car maid by 

fuji mixes with a distinctive ceiling creates exciting 

visual effect and bright contemporary look. 

STANDARD CAR DECORATION 



 

  

HD-KT-2105 

 

HD-KT-2106 

 

FJ-JXA11 

 

HD-JXA12-11 

 

HD-KT-2107 

 

HD-KT-2108 

 

FJ-JXA12 

 

FJ-JXA13 

FJ-HD1 FJ-HD2 FJ-HD3 FJ-HD4 

FUJIHD PASSENGER ELEVATOR CAR DECORATION 



 

  

HD-JX22-5 

 

HD-JX22-6 

 

HD-JX22-7 

 

HD-JX22-8 

 

HD-JX22-9 

 

HD-JX22-10 

 

HD-JX22-11 

 

HD-JX22-12 

 

HD-JX22-13 

 

HD-JX22-14 

 

HD-JX22-15 

 

HD-JX22-16 

 

FUJIHD PASSENGER ELEVATOR CAR DECORATION 



  

FUJIHD PASSENGER ELEVATOR LANDING DOOR DECORATION 

FJ-MA01 FJ-MA02 FJ-MA03 HD-M02 

FJ-MA04 FJ-MA05 FJ-MA06 HD-M03 

FJ-MA07 FJ-MA08 FJ-MA09 HD-M04 



  



  

HOSPITAL/BED ELEVATOR 

HD-B01 

 

HD-B02 

 



  
ESCALATOR 



  

VERTICAL LIFT 

CARGO LIFT 

WHEELCHAIR LIFT 

STAIR LIFT 

OTHER PRODUCTS 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OUR TEAM 
 

Trust our experienced elevator team to provide you with superior service, unmatched 

expertise, and the peace of mind that comes with knowing your elevators are in capable 

hands. With a combined experience of over a year in the elevator industry, our team stands 

as a powerhouse of knowledge and expertise. 

 



 

 

  

Frankie’s NY Buffalo Kapitolyo, Pasig 

City 

Figaro Group Corp Mandaluyong City 

Main Office 

Toyota Bldg Macapagal Pasay City Rak-En Bldg. Dian St. Makati City  

Mariposa Taytay Rizal  

Our Elevator Project Accomplishments: Exceeding Expectations with 

Excellence 
 

We have successfully completed a of elevator projects Installation and Repair, including 

high-rise buildings, home lift, commercial complexes, residential communities, and 

industrial facilities, earning a reputation for excellence in delivering successful 

outcomes. 

 



 

Office Address 
B4 L42 Uranus St. Town Homes 

Molino IV Bacoor City, Cavite 

www.skyliftph.com  I  skylift0423@gmail.com 

Mob: +63 995 484 5963  

https://www.facebook.com/SkyliftEE 


